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He is able to provide logo design and entertaining artwork for corporate events, parties, and other occasions.
Polydoros, a caricature artist in Houston, Texas, has launched a new site showcasing his drawing services. He
is able to provide logo design and entertaining artwork for corporate events.
(Newswire.net -- April 9, 2019) -- A new artist site has been launched for Caricatures by Nick Polydoros, the Houston,
Texas based artist who can design custom watercolor caricatures from photos, individuals or groups. The artist is
known for his great designs, and is able to appear at events, parties, corporate gatherings or promotions.
More information can be found at: https://caricatures-by-nick-polydoros.business.site.
The site explains that caricature artists are a wonderful addition to any event. The drawing can be personalized with a
business logo or theme, or capture the mood of any party and bring it to life.
This will also lend a special atmosphere to the event, and provide a talking point for guests. Nick can customize any
event paper with a logo or theme pre-printed on 11x17” paper, with a custom message if one is needed.
Caricatures are a funny, exciting, engaging and entertaining way to spread cheer and encourage interaction at any
event. The drawings capture the best in people and accentuate the features of guests in a way that’s both lively,
original and fun.
Nick Polydoros can provide one of a kind artwork, event artwork, or party caricatures, as well as gift and retirement
drawings.
One of the other services he can provide is drawing from a photo, which means that customers don’t even have to live
in the area to benefit from one of his characterful pieces.
This is ideal for long-distance gifts, because they can just send a paper or digital photo across, and Nick can create a
caricature portrait from it.
Each piece is 100% hand drawn, with the original old fashioned style and techniques. This means that the end product
will be something to keep and cherish.
Nick specializes in corporate drawings for labels, launches, events, parties and gifts. He states: “I’m great at making
individualized custom funny little drawings for place holders for event dinners to printing one or more caricatures for
your guests keepsake.”
Full details can be found on the URL above.
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